


SHE's GOT TO BE SOMEWHERE

Like a frozen angel
That’s fallen down from too high
Her wings begin to open
Just before she runs out of sky

Pack up the El Dorado
There’s plenty of fire for the task at hand
A thousand suns pray to a tower
Too many secrets buried in the sand

She’s got to be somewhere
The book never lies
Across the Santa Ana to the land of blue skies
She’s on a mission with a graphic twist
She’s got to be somewhere
She’s got to be somewhere soon

Never should have tried to run her
Now someone has a case of a second smile
And the only sign of trouble

Is dripping from a turnstile (at the dam)

Hard as a desert flower
Leaning into the devil wind
The seeds might be forgotten
They just might scatter with her sins

She’s got to be somewhere soon
The book never lies
Across the Santa Ana to the land of blue skies
She’s on a mission with a graphic twist
She’s got to be somewhere
She’s got to be somewhere soon

She’s got to be somewhere soon
The book never lies
Across the Santa Ana to the land of blue skies
She’s on a mission with a graphic twist
She’s got to be
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The dream fades
And I’m lying awake
Before I open my eyes, tryin’ to picture where I’ll be -
Uncharted sea
Am I close to the breakers ?
It’s time to get out of bed, 
But my heart won’t follow me

It’s funny I don’t even know what city I am in -
Or what time it is where I am or where you are
My only constancy is you’re the one 
Who feels like home to me 
So why was I so careless with your heart?

Before I brave the hall
I try to write you a letter
And watch the curser keep time until I have to go

As I rush out I glance in the mirror
To find a creature waiting to climb to the light
Where she belongs

Like scorpions in amber
Or the sparks above the campfire
Dancers underneath a rare blood moon

Spinning there and barefoot
Shadowed by the blazes cast
And dancing out their hearts into the sky

Sky trails... 
The sky fails
To tell me where I am
Please tell me where I am
Tell me

Sky Trails
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He wanted to sell me a diamond
He said it was conflict free
Was such a beautiful concept
That such a thing could be
See it shining on the velvet
Faceted fire lying there
While I listen to a couple arguing
Three feet behind my chair

Bitterness soaks their voices
It’s been riding them for years
Anger they keep on carrying
Old hurt words in their ears

Sell me a diamond, I have to know
If this transaction is the key to letting go
Empty my pockets, you’ll find a ring
Is there a crime if no one loses anything
Sell me a diamond, one fluid moment
And seven crows above could be an omen
Sell me a diamond

I’ll just stop watching news I guess
You know that would be a gift
Just listen to children laughing
And give myself a lift

And maybe I’ll see somebody
Kind to someone in the street
And I will give this gift to
The next diamond soul I meet

Sell me a diamond, one fluid moment
You know seven crows above could be an omen
Empty my pockets, you’ll find a ring
Is there a crime if no one loses anything
Sell me a diamond, I have to know
If this transaction is the key to letting go
Sell me a diamond

Makes conflict free sound good to me
Makes conflict free sound good to me
Makes conflict free sound good to me
Makes conflict free sound good to me

SELL ME A DIAMOND
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Where’s that brave new world
We used to talk about and smile
Eyes filled with candlelight
Clothes piled on the floor
Blue smoke and the scent of sex
An untidy sort of love

To strike out against all the bitterness
A wall against the ugliness
A cure for all this loneliness
Music to balance cold dark math
Before tomorrow falls on love

That brilliant fleeting light
Was just within our grasp
Before the weight of love
Could ever come to mind
Someone with whom to share a little tenderness
In that careless place and time
Of love without promises to keep
Without a future or remnants of the past

Before the toll that time will take
Before the blinding light is cast
Before tomorrow falls on love

BEFORE TOMORROW FALLS ON LOVE
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Here it’s almost sunset so
Why is the sun shining brighter
How can that be
How can I still see
Everything all around me
Darker and lighter

Stumbling down this avenue
Thought I’d call you and try to describe
These treasures I’ve found
Just lying around
And I’m crying out loud here
To reach the rest of my tribe

A player is speaking to me
His brain running out of the ends of his fingers
He is speaking in tongues

His feeling just runs
Right up my side of the street
And a hint of it lingers

This is probably all my fault
This is the life I chose
For better or for worse
I picked this verse
As one where finally
I tell where the truth rose

And my truth is just this
The music snuck in and it’s playing me
The keys and the strings
Are all wonderful things
Taking ahold of and then
Setting me free

HERE IT’S ALMOST SUNSET
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It’s built to impress you and it works like that
All that white marble and the guards at the door
The metal detector, the following eyes
Geometric patterns covering the floor

The symbols of power, eagles and flags
Attendants , assistants moving like sharks
Through crowds of citizens, patriotic souls
Visiting the capitol and National Parks

And you think to yourself
This is where it happens
They run the whole damned thing from here
Money to burn
Filling up their pockets
Where no one can see
And no one can hear

I wonder what they say, say to each other
How do they think, what do they feel
When they come out of those rooms
And put on their faces
Is anything they say to the cameras real?

They come for the power for power they stay
And they’ll do anything to keep it that way

They’ll ignore the constitution
And hide behind the scenes
Anything to stay a part of the machine

And you think to yourself
This is where it happens
They run the whole damned thing from here
Money to burn
Filling up their pockets
Where no one can see
And no one can hear

And the votes are just pieces of paper
And they sneer at the people who voted
And they laugh as the votes were not counted
And the will of the people was noted
And completely ignored

And you think to yourself
This is where it happens
They run the whole damned thing from here
Money to burn
Filling up their pockets
Where no one can see
And no one can hear

CAPITOL
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I was driving across the burning desert
When I spotted six jet planes
Leaving six white vapor trails across the bleak terrain
It was the hexagram of the heavens
It was the strings of my guitar
Amelia, it was just a false alarm

The drone of flying engines
Is a song so wild and blue
It scrambles time and seasons if it gets through to you
And then your life becomes a travelogue
Of picture-post-card-charms
Amelia, it was just a false alarm

Now people will tell you where they’ve gone
They’ll tell you where to go
But till you get there yourself you never really know
Where some have found their paradise
Others just come to harm
Oh Amelia, it was just a false alarm

I wish that he was here tonight
It’s so hard to obey
Her sad request of me to kindly stay away
So this is how I hide the hurt

As the road leads cursed and charmed
I tell Amelia, it was just a false alarm

A ghost of aviation
She was swallowed by the sky
Or by the sea, like me she had a dream to fly
Like Icarus ascending
On beautiful foolish arms
Amelia, it was just a false alarm

Now maybe I’ve never really loved
I guess that is the truth
I’ve spent my whole life in clouds at icy altitude
And looking down on everything
I crashed into her arms
Amelia, it was just a false alarm

I pulled into the Cactus Tree Motel
To shower off the dust
And I slept on the strange pillows of my wanderlust
I dreamed of 747’s
Over geometric farms
Dreams, Amelia, dreams and false alarms

AMELIA
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I know what you think about
Guys like me
Looking at you hungry
Loving what they see
And only seeing the surface
And not what’s beneath

We’re thinking about winning ya
Like winning a race
And missing you and watching ‘em
And being stunned by your face
But when I look at your face
I think there’s somebody home

I wonder what your thinking
Wonder what you see
Wonder why you’re looking

At a man like me
But when I think about calling you
Think there’s somebody home

I’ve seen you walking
I’ve heard you speak
Heard you at a whisper
Seen you weak
But when you sing to me
There’s somebody home

One of these days I’ll
Get my courage up
Sit down at your table
Pour some coffee in my cup
And I will tell you I love you, yes I will
‘Cause there’s somebody home

SOMEBODY HOME
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Flashes and curved air
I can’t trust my eyes
The things that I’m seeing
Look like lies
The wind has shoulders
Pushing me aside
The sky is a cavern open wide

I thought I was leaving
I got no time for that
It’s too strange here to be serious
Too rocky to be flat
Too serious to be calm
So moderate and white
I heard “inside the fence - you’re alright”

If I could get some traction here
A little solid ground

A piece of working action here
I might get found
Might get found

I remember silence
The moment that I knew
All the air turning solid
Curved and blue
Throwing us across the road
Into that rigid wall
I woke up in the dark
Across the hall

If I could get some traction here
A little solid ground
A piece of working action here
I might get found
Might get found

CURVED AIR
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I would sometimes when it rained put a candle there
As if it were an alter all white and bare
And I’d draw myself a bath and soak in the dark
As if I were Noah and this was my ark
And I’d look out of that window at the towering sky
And think to myself ‘how lucky am I’
That I have my home and I live here
Like a baby in a blanket with nothing to fear

I’d boil up some coffee on that battered old stove
And wonder how those people could travel and rove
So wild and unprotected out across this great land
Out in the wind, out in the sand

And I think I’ll never leave here, never leave here at all
Like a tree always knowing where it’s leaves will fall

You fight like the devil to hold this ground
This place of safety that we’ve found
These roots reach out past the shadow of the tree
We thought we could be home free

Now I will sometimes put some flowers outside
As if they were a picket fence to help me hide
And I’ll bury this talisman beneath the great tree
We’ll stay here together my old friend and me

And I’ll look out of that window at the towering sky
And I’ll think to myself ‘how lucky am I’
That I have my home and I live here
Like a baby in a blanket with nothing to fear

HOME FREE
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